
Data-Driven Product Recommendations Help Salespeople Pitch and 
Close More Business, 10 Days Faster

How a Broadcaster Grew Average 
Deal Size 2.8X with Advisr

GOAL  
Enable Salespeople to Offer a Multi-Product 
Solution to Grow Revenue

Sales leadership at a national broadcast network observed 

that the media plans pitched by its Account Executives were 

wildly inconsistent. With the goal of increasing customer 

ROI and reducing attrition, the company sought to redirect 

salespeople to pitch a larger and more varied array of 

products.

STRATEGY  
Deploy Advisr in Key Markets to Empower 
Salespeople to Take ‘Bigger Swings’

The media company made Advisr’s comprehensive pre-sales 

platform available to salespeople, who only had to enter basic 

details, including the client’s objective, category, flight dates 

and budget, for each campaign. From there, Advisr generated 

tailored product recommendations and budget allocations 

that optimized for customer ROI. Advisr also automatically 

packaged them in client-ready media plans and presentation 

materials—all in just a few minutes. 

“Advisr recommends the right media mix based on each 

campaign’s target demos and geos, drawing from our 

historical data and third-party data sources,” said an Account 

Executive from a Top 5 market radio station.  

RESULTS

Campaigns Created in Advisr Drive  
2.8X Higher Deal Size and 7% Higher Closed-
Won Rate 

Since deploying Advisr, the media company has seen the 

average number of products pitched grow more than 2x, from 

“Advisr recommends products to our AEs that aren’t 
always top of mind—or they may not have previous 

experience selling—to drive higher ROI for our 
customers.”
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1.7 to 4.3, significantly increasing sales velocity. Based on the 

revenue captured from campaigns built in Advisr, the platform 

has delivered an ROI of 16X. 

“Advisr recommends products to our AEs that aren’t always 

top of mind—or they may not have previous experience 

selling—to drive higher ROI for our customers,” said a Regional 

President.

Advisr is delivering strong results in the following areas:

HIGHER AVERAGE DEAL VALUE  

Campaigns built in Advisr had a 2.8X higher average deal size 

than the baseline. 

MORE REVENUE 

Campaigns built in Advisr had a 7% higher closed-won rate 

and a 16% lower closed-lost rate than the baseline. 

SHORTER SALES CYCLE 

Deals managed in Advisr closed 10 days faster on average, 

since salespeople receive best-fit product recommendations 

immediately, without having to seek input from internal teams 

or shared drives. Proposals also come packaged with all the 

material needed to sell, getting them out the door faster.
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For more information on how Advisr can help accelerate 
your sales velocity, please visit advisr.com or  

contact us at hello@advisr.com


